Interactive Session Plan ™

Coach Andrew Stafford

Theme

Session date

Week 6

Team/Age Group

U6
Time available

DRIBBLING AND PURSUIT
Dribbling under control and pursuing opponents dribbling with the ball.

45 minutes

NOTES
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BRING IT BACK (5 minutes)
-All players need a ball.
-Have the players dribble up to you and hand you their ball, one at a time.
-Toss the first player's ball away and have them retrieve it with special instructions. BRING IT BACK
with: head and hands, two feet, left foot only, shoulder and ear and hand, two knees, inside/
outside of foot only, sole only, etc.
-Be creative and have fun with the game, mixing silly instructions in with dribbling.
-This game helps build coordination and independence of movement and creativity while
warming up and having fun.

FOXES AND CHICKENS (10 minutes)
-All players need a ball.
-Get the parents involved for the most fun.
-Parents are Chickens. Tuck pinnies or t-shirts in the back waistband so the larger portion hangs
out as a Chicken Tail. Cluck and flap arms like a chicken for full effect.
-Kids are Foxes, dribbling around chasing the Chickens and trying to pluck out the Chicken Tails.
-Kids must have their ball under control to pull a Chicken Tail.
-Play for two minutes then reverse rolls. Now kids must escape from Fox Parents!
-If you don't have parents to play, the kids can take turns being foxes and chickens.
-Have the parents help you get the tails tucked if the kids can't do it themselves!

SHARKS AND MINNOWS (10 minutes)
-All players start with a ball on one line.
-Coach starts as shark and tries to steal balls from minnows (players) as they dribble past.
-If a ball is stolen and kicked out of bounds, that minnow becomes a shark.
-Each round starts with "Swim Fishies Swim" or a funny song that you make up.
-Last minnow dribbling starts the next game as a shark.
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MATCH
-Play 3v3 with no GKs.
-Use Altitude U6 Modified Game Rules to help teach the kids the game of soccer.
-If you have parents, they may act as bumpers to keep the ball in bounds. Otherwise, use kick-ins
for all restarts (pass or dribble).
-Let the kids play as much as possible, using natural stoppages to teach them about the game.
Use Guided Discovery as much as possible -- "The blue kicked the ball in the goal, what do we call
that? (a goal!) What do we do next? (kickoff at midfield) Who gets to take the kick? (red team)" etc.
Play for seven minutes, take a break, switch sides, and play a second half of seven minutes.
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